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Abstract
The sedenion compounding fields and their quantum interplays can be presented by analogy 
with the octonionic electromagnetic, gravitational, strong and weak interactions. In sedenion 
fields which are associated with electromagnetic, gravitational, strong and weak interactions, 
the study deduces some conclusions of field source particles and intermediate particles which 
are consistent with current electro-weak theory. In the sedenion fields which are associated 
with the hyper-strong and strong-weak fields, the paper draws some predicts and conclusions 
of the field source particles and intermediate particles. The researches results show that there 
may exist some new field source particles in the sedenion compounding fields. 
Keywords: sedenion space; octonionic space; electromagnetic interaction; weak interaction. 
1. Introduction 
Nowadays, there still exist some movement phenomena which can’t be explained by current 
electro-weak theory. Therefore, some scientists doubt the universality of current electro-weak 
theory, and then bring forward some new field theories to explain the abnormal phenomena in 
the electromagnetic interaction and weak interaction. 
A novel insight on the problem of electromagnetic and weak interactions can be given by the 
concept of sedenion space. By analogy with the octonionic fields, some sorts of sedenion fields 
which are consist of octonionic fields S-W and E-G etc., can be obtained in the paper. The paper 
describes the sedenion fields and their quantum theory, and draws some predicts and new 
conclusions which are consistent with the current electro-weak theory etc. 
2. Compounding fields in the sedenion spaces 
Through the analysis of the different fields in octonionic spaces, we find that each interaction 
possesses its own spacetime, field and operator in accordance with the ‘SpaceTime Equality 
Postulation’. In the octonionic spaces [1, 2], four sorts of octonionic fields can be tabulated as 
Table 1, including their operators, spaces and fields. 
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Table 1.  The compounding fields and operators in octonionic spaces 
operator X H-S / k
X
 H-S +ƺ A S-W / kA S-W +ƺ B E-G / kB E-G +ƺ S H-W / kS H-W +ƺ
space
octonion space 
H-S
octonion space 
S-W
octonion space 
E-G
octonion space 
H-W
field H-S S-W E-G H-W 
By analogy with the cases in the different octonionic spaces, the operators and fields in the
different sedenion spaces can be written as Table 2. There exist sixteen sorts of compounding 
fields in the sedenion spaces, including four sorts of octonionic fields. The study will show 
typically their four kinds of fields in the sedenion spaces.
Table 2.  The compounding fields and operators in the different sedenion spaces 
operator X H-S / k
X
 H-S +ƺ
ƺ+A S-W / kA S-W 
A H-S / kA H-S
ƺB E-G / kB E-G 
+B H-S / k
B
 H-S
ƺ+S H-W / kS H-W
S H-S / kS H-S
space
octonion space 
H-S
sedenion space 
SW-HS 
sedenion space 
EG-HS
sedenion space 
HW-HS 
field H-S SW-HS EG-HS HW-HS 
operator
ƺX H-S / kX H-S
+X S-W / k
X
 S-W
A S-W / k
A
 S-W +ƺ
ƺB E-G / kB E-G 
+B S-W / k
B
 S-W
ƺ+S H-W / kS H-W
S S-W / kS S-W
space
sedenion space 
HS-SW
octonion space 
S-W
sedenion space 
EG-SW
sedenion space 
HW-SW 
field HS-SW S-W EG-SW HW-SW 
     
operator
ƺX H-S / kX H-S
+X E-G / k
X
 E-G
ƺ+A S-W / kA S-W
A E-G / kA E-G
B E-G / k
B
 E-G +ƺ
ƺ+S H-W / kS H-W
S E-G / kS E-G
space
sedenion space 
HS-EG
sedenion space 
SW-EG 
octonion space 
E-G
sedenion space 
HW-EG 
field HS-EG SW-EG E-G HW-EG 
operator
ƺX H-S / kX H-S
+X H-W / k
X
 H-W
ƺ+A S-W / kA S-W
A H-W / kA H-W
ƺB E-G / kB E-G 
+B H-W / k
B
 H-W
S H-W / k
S
 H-W +ƺ
space
sedenion space 
HS-HW 
sedenion space 
SW-HW 
sedenion space 
EG-HW
octonion space 
H-W
field HS-HW SW-HW EG-HW H-W
3. Compounding field in sedenion space SW-EG 
It is believed that strong-weak field and electromagnetic-gravitational field are unified, equal 
and interconnected. By means of the conception of the space expansion etc., two types of the 
octonionic spaces (Octonionic space S-W and Octonionic space E-G) can be combined into a 
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sedenion space (Sedenion space SW-EG, for short). In the sedenion space, some properties of 
strong, weak, electromagnetic and gravitational interactions can be described uniformly. 
In the sedenion space SW-EG, there exist one kind of field (sedenion field SW-EG, for short) 
can be obtained related to the operator (A/k +ƺ).
Table 3.  Sedenion multiplication table 
× 1 e1 e2 e3 E4 e5 e6 e7 e8 e9 e10 e11 e12 e13 e14 e15
1 1 e1 e2 e3 E4 e5 e6 e7 e8 e9 e10 e11 e12 e13 e14 e15
e1 e1 -1 e3 -e2 E5 -e4 -e7 e6 e9 -e8 -e11 e10 -e13 e12 e15 -e14
e2 e2 -e3 -1 e1 E6 e7 -e4 -e5 e10 e11 -e8 -e9 -e14 -e15 e12 e13
e3 e3 e2 -e1 -1 E7 -e6 e5 -e4 e11 -e10 e9 -e8 -e15 e14 -e13 e12
e4 e4 -e5 -e6 -e7 -1 e1 e2 e3 e12 e13 e14 e15 -e8 -e9 -e10 -e11
e5 e5 e4 -e7 e6 -e1 -1 -e3 e2 e13 -e12 e15 -e14 e9 -e8 e11 -e10
e6 e6 e7 e4 -e5 -e2 e3 -1 -e1 e14 -e15 -e12 e13 e10 -e11 -e8 e9
e7 e7 -e6 e5 e4 -e3 -e2 e1 -1 e15 e14 -e13 -e12 e11 e10 -e9 -e8
e8 e8 -e9 -e10 -e11 -e12 -e13 -e14 -e15 -1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7
e9 e9 e8 -e11 e10 -e13 e12 e15 -e14 -e1 -1 -e3 e2 -e5 e4 e7 -e6
e10 e10 e11 e8 -e9 -e14 -e15 e12 e13 -e2 e3 -1 -e1 -e6 -e7 e4 e5
e11 e11 -e10 e9 e8 -e15 e14 -e13 e12 -e3 -e2 e1 -1 -e7 e6 -e5 e4
e12 e12 e13 e14 e15 E8 -e9 -e10 -e11 -e4 e5 e6 e7 -1 -e1 -e2 -e3
e13 e13 -e12 e15 -e14 E9 e8 e11 -e10 -e5 -e4 e7 -e6 e1 -1 e3 -e2
e14 e14 -e15 -e12 e13 E10 -e11 e8 e9 -e6 -e7 -e4 e5 e2 -e3 -1 e1
e15 e15 e14 -e13 -e12 E11 e10 -e9 e8 -e7 e6 -e5 -e4 e3 e2 -e1 -1
In the octonionic space S-W, the base E S-W can be written as 
E S-W = (1, e
*
1 , e
*
2 , e
*
3 , e
*
4 , e
*
5 , e
*
6 , e
*
7 )               (1) 
The displacement ( r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 , r6 , r7 ) in the octonionic space S-W is 
         R S-W = r0 + e
*
1 r1 + e
*
2 r2 + e
*
3 r3 + e
*
4 r4 + e
*
5 r5 + e
*
6 r6 + e
*
7 r7       (2) 
where, r0 = c S-W t S-W , r4 = c S-W T S-W . c S-W is the speed of intermediate particle in the strong- 
weak field, t S-W and T S-W denote the time. 
The octonionic differential operator ഌSWEG1 and its conjugate operator are defined as 
     ഌSWEG1= w0 + e* 1 w 1 + e* 2 w 2 + e* 3 w 3 + e* 4 w 4 + e* 5 w 5 + e* 6 w 6 + e* 7 w 7       (3) 
     ഌ*SWEG1= w0  e* 1 w 1  e* 2 w 2  e* 3 w 3  e* 4 w 4  e* 5 w 5  e* 6 w 6  e* 7 w 7       (4) 
where, wj = w /w r j , j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 . 
In the octonionic space E-G, the base E E-G can be written as 
E E-G = ( e
*
8 , e
*
9 , e
*
10 , e
*
11 , e
*
12 , e
*
13 , e
*
14 , e
*
15 )            (5) 
The displacement ( r8 , r9 , r10 , r11 , r12 , r13 , r14 , r15 ) in the octonionic space E-G is 
R E-G = e
*
8 r8 + e
*
9 r9 + e
*
10 r10 + e
*
11 r11 + e
*
12 r12 + e
*
13 r13 + e
*
14 r14 + e
*
15 r15    (6) 
where, r8 = c E-G t E-G , r12 = c E-G T E-G . c E-G is the speed of intermediate particle in the electro- 
magnetic-gravitational field, t E-G and T E-G denote the time. 
The octonionic differential operator ഌSWEG2 and its conjugate operator are defined as, 
ഌSWEG2= e* 8 w 8 + e* 9 w 9 + e* 10 w 10 + e* 11 w 11
 4
+ e
*
12 w 12 + e* 13 w 13 + e* 14 w 14 + e* 15 w 15                (7) 
ഌ*SWEG2=  e* 8 w 8  e* 9 w 9  e* 10 w 10  e* 11 w 11
 e* 12 w 12  e* 13 w 13  e* 14 w 14  e* 15 w 15                (8) 
where, wj = w /w r j , j = 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 . 
In the sedenion space SW-EG, the base E SW-EG can be written as 
E SW-EG = E S-W + E E-G
= (1, e
*
1, e
*
2, e
*
3, e
*
4, e
*
5, e
*
6, e
*
7, e
*
8, e
*
9, e
*
10, e
*
11, e
*
12, e
*
13, e
*
14, e
*
15)    (9) 
The displacement ( r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 , r6 , r7 , r8 , r9 , r10 , r11 , r12 , r13 , r14 , r15 ) in the 
sedenion space SW-EG is 
R SW-EG = R S-W + R E-G
= r0 + e
*
1 r1 + e
*
2 r2 + e
*
3 r3 + e
*
4 r4 + e
*
5 r5 + e
*
6 r6 + e
*
7 r7 + e
*
8 r8
+ e
*
9 r9 + e
*
10 r10 + e
*
11 r11 + e
*
12 r12 + e
*
13 r13 + e
*
14 r14 + e
*
15 r15     (10) 
The sedenion differential operator ഌSWEG and its conjugate operator are defined as 
     ഌSWEG= ഌSWEG1+ ഌSWEG2                        (11) 
    ഌ*SWEG= ഌ*SWEG1+ ഌ*SWEG2                       (12) 
Table 4.  Subfields of sedenion field SW-EG 
Strong 
Interaction
Weak 
Interaction
Electromagnetic 
Interaction
Gravitational
Interaction
strong
quaternionic 
space S 
strong-strong
subfield
S
strong-charge 
JBss
weak-strong
subfield
S
weak-charge 
JBws
electromagnetic-
strong subfield 
S
electromagnetic-
charge, JBes
gravitational-
strong subfield
S
gravitational-
charge , JBgs
weak
quaternionic 
space W 
strong-weak
subfield
W
strong-charge 
JBsw
weak-weak
subfield
W
weak-charge 
JBww
electromagnetic-
weak subfield 
W
electromagnetic-
charge, JBew
gravitational-
weak subfield,
W
gravitational-
charge, JBgw
electromagnetic 
quaternionic 
space E 
strong-
electromagnetic
subfield
E strong- 
charge, JBse
weak-
electromagnetic
subfield
E weak- 
charge, JBwe
electromagnetic-
electromagnetic
subfield, E 
electromagnetic-
charge, JBee
gravitational-
electromagnetic
subfield,
E gravitational-
charge, JBge
gravitational 
quaternionic 
space G 
strong-
gravitational 
subfield
G strong- 
charge, JBsg
weak-
gravitational 
subfield
G weak- 
charge, JBwg
electromagnetic-
gravitational 
subfield, G 
electromagnetic-
charge, JBeg
gravitational-
gravitational 
subfield, G 
gravitational-
charge, JBgg
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In the sedenion field SW-EG, the definition of the field strength is very different to that of 
the octonionic field, and thus the succeeding equations and operators should be revised. By 
analogy with the case of other fields, the sedenion differential operator ഌneeds to be 
generalized to the new operator (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A E-G / kA E-G +ƺ). This is because the 
sedenion field SW-EG includes strong-weak field and electromagnetic-gravitational field. 
It can be predicted that the field strength of the off-diagonal subfields may be symmetry 
along the diagonal subfield in the Table 4. For example, the field strength of the weak- 
electromagnetic subfield may be equal to that of the electromagnetic-weak subfield. And it is 
easy to find that the weak interaction is interconnected with electromagnetic interaction [3]. 
The physical features of each subfield in the sedenion field SW-EG meet the requirement of 
the equations set in the Table 5. 
In the sedenion field SW-EG, the field potential (a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6 , a7 , a8 , a9 , a10 , 
a11 , a12 , a13 , a14 , a15 ) is defined as 
A = ഌ* ƕ X
= a0 + a1 e
*
1 + a2 e
*
2 + a3 e
*
3 + a4 e
*
4 + a5 e
*
5
+ a6 e
*
6 + a7 e
*
7 + a8 e
*
8 + a9 e
*
9 + a10 e
*
10
+ a11 e
*
11 + a12 e
*
12 + a13 e
*
13 + a14 e
*
14 + a15 e
*
15        (13) 
where, k rx X= k srx Xs + k wrx Xw + k erx Xe + k grx Xg . Xs is the physical quantity in S space, 
Xw is the physical quantity in W space, Xe is the physical quantity in E space, and Xg is the 
physical quantity in G space. k rx , k
s
rx , k
w
rx , k
e
rx and k
g
rx are coefficients. 
The field strength B of the sedenion field SW-EG can be defined as 
B = (A / K +ƺ) ƕ A = (A S-W / kA S-W A E-G / kA E-G +ƺ) ƕ A          (14)
where, k
A
 S-W , k
A
 E-G and K are coefficients. The field potential A S-W of the strong-weak field 
and the field potential A E-G of the electromagnetic-gravitational field are 
A S-W = a0 + a1 e
*
1 + a2 e
*
2 + a3 e
*
3 + a4 e
*
4 + a5 e
*
5 + a6 e
*
6 + a7 e
*
7
A E-G = a8 e
*
8 + a9 e
*
9 + a10 e
*
10 + a11 e
*
11 + a12 e
*
12 + a13 e
*
13 + a14 e
*
14 + a15 e
*
15
Then the field source and the force of the sedenion field can be defined respectively as 
KPS = K (A S-W / kA S-W A E-G / kA E-G +ƺ) *ƕ B               (15) 
Z = K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A E-G / kA E-G +ƺ) ƕ S                (16) 
where, the mark (*) denotes sedenion conjugate. The coefficient P is interaction intensity of 
the sedenion field SW-EG. K = K
A
SWEG is the coefficient. 
Table 5.  Equations set of sedenion field SW-EG 
Spacetime Sedenion space SW-EG 
X physical quantity k rx X= k srx Xs + k wrx Xw + k erx Xe + k grx Xg
Field potential A = ƺ* ƕ X
Field strength B = (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A E-G / kA E-G +ƺ) ƕ A
Field source K PS = K (A S-W / kA S-W A E-G / kA E-G +ƺ) *ƕ B
Force Z = K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A E-G / kA E-G +ƺ) ƕ S
Angular momentum M = S ƕ (R + k rx X)
Energy W = K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A E-G / kA E-G +ƺ) *ƕ M
Power N = K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A E-G / kA E-G +ƺ) ƕ W
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The angular momentum of the sedenion field can be defined as 
M = S ƕ (R + k rx X)                           (17) 
and the energy and power in the sedenion field can be defined respectively as 
W = K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A E-G / kA E-G +ƺ) *ƕ M                (18) 
N = K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A E-G / kA E-G +ƺ) ƕ W                 (19) 
In the sedenion space SW-EG, the wave functions of quantum mechanics are the sedenion 
equations set. The Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations of the quantum mechanics are actually 
the wave equations set which are associated with the particle’s angular momentum. 
In sedenion field SW-EG, the Dirac equation and Klein-Gordon equation can be attained 
respectively from the energy equation (18) and power equation (19) after substituting operator 
K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A E-G / kA E-G +ƺ) for (W S-W / kA S-W bA S-W W E-G / kA E-G bA E-G +ƺ). The 
coefficients b
A
 S-W and b
A
 E-G are the Plank-like constant. 
The U equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
U = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W W E-G / kA E-G bA E-G +ƺ)*ƕ M           (20) 
The L equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
L = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W W E-G / kA E-G bA E-G +ƺ)ƕ U            (21) 
The three sorts of Dirac-like equations can be obtained from the Eqs.(14), (15) and (16) 
respectively. 
The G equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
G = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W W E-G / kA E-G bA E-G +ƺ)ƕ A            (22) 
The T equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
T = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W W E-G / kA E-G bA E-G +ƺ)*ƕ G            (23) 
The O equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
O = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W W E-G / kA E-G bA E-G +ƺ)ƕ T             (24) 
Table 6.  Quantum equations set of sedenion field SW-EG 
Energy quantum U = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W W E-G / kA E-G bA E-G +ƺ)*ƕ M
Power quantum L = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W W E-G / kA E-G bA E-G +ƺ) ƕ U
Field strength quantum G = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W W E-G / kA E-G bA E-G +ƺ)ƕ A
Field source quantum T = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W W E-G / kA E-G bA E-G +ƺ)*ƕ G
Force quantum O = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W W E-G / kA E-G bA E-G +ƺ) ƕ T
In the sedenion field SW-EG, the intermediate and field source particles can be obtained. 
We can find the intermediate particles and other kinds of new and unknown particles which 
may be existed in the nature. 
4. Compounding field in sedenion space EG-SW 
It is believed that electromagnetic-gravitational field and strong-weak field are unified, equal 
and interconnected [4, 5]. By means of the conception of the space expansion etc., two types 
of the octonionic spaces (Octonionic space E-G and Octonionic space S-W) can be combined 
into a sedenion space (Sedenion space EG-SW, for short), which is different to Sedenion space 
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SW-EG. In the sedenion space EG-SW, some properties of strong, weak, electromagnetic and 
gravitational interactions can be described uniformly. 
In sedenion space EG-SW, there exist a sedenion field (sedenion field EG-SW, for short)
which is different to sedenion field SW-EG, can be obtained related to the operator (B/k +ƺ).
In the octonionic space E-G, the base E E-G can be written as 
E E-G = (1, e
*
1 , e
*
2 , e
*
3 , e
*
4 , e
*
5 , e
*
6 , e
*
7 )             (25) 
The displacement ( r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 , r6 , r7 ) in the octonionic space E-G is 
         R E-G = r0 + e
*
1 r1 + e
*
2 r2 + e
*
3 r3 + e
*
4 r4 + e
*
5 r5 + e
*
6 r6 + e
*
7 r7       (26) 
where, r0 = c E-G t E-G , r4 = c E-G T E-G . c E-G is the speed of intermediate particle in the electro- 
magnetic-gravitational field, t E-G and T E-G denote the time. 
The octonionic differential operator ഌEGSW1 and its conjugate operator are defined as 
     ഌEGSW1= w0 + e* 1 w 1 + e* 2 w 2 + e* 3 w 3 + e* 4 w 4 + e* 5 w 5 + e* 6 w 6 + e* 7 w 7       (27) 
     ഌ*EGSW1= w0  e* 1 w 1  e* 2 w 2  e* 3 w 3  e* 4 w 4  e* 5 w 5  e* 6 w 6  e* 7 w 7       (28) 
where, wj = w /w r j , j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 . 
In the octonionic space S-W, the base E S-W can be written as 
E S-W = ( e
*
8 , e
*
9 , e
*
10 , e
*
11 , e
*
12 , e
*
13 , e
*
14 , e
*
15 )            (29) 
The displacement ( r8 , r9 , r10 , r11 , r12 , r13 , r14 , r15 ) in the octonionic space S-W is 
R S-W = e
*
8 r8 + e
*
9 r9 + e
*
10 r10 + e
*
11 r11 + e
*
12 r12 + e
*
13 r13 + e
*
14 r14 + e
*
15 r15    (30) 
where, r8 = c S-W t S-W , r12 = c S-W T S-W . c S-W is the speed of intermediate particle in the strong- 
weak field, t S-W and T S-W denote the time. 
The octonionic differential operator ഌEGSW2 and its conjugate operator are defined as, 
ഌEGSW2= e* 8 w 8 + e* 9 w 9 + e* 10 w 10 + e* 11 w 11
+ e
*
12 w 12 + e* 13 w 13 + e* 14 w 14 + e* 15 w 15             (31) 
ഌ*EGSW2=  e* 8 w 8  e* 9 w 9  e* 10 w 10  e* 11 w 11
 e* 12 w 12  e* 13 w 13  e* 14 w 14  e* 15 w 15             (32) 
where, wj = w /w r j , j = 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 . 
In the sedenion space EG-SW, the base E EG-SW can be written as 
E EG-SW = E E-G + E S-W
= (1, e
*
1, e
*
2, e
*
3, e
*
4, e
*
5, e
*
6, e
*
7, e
*
8, e
*
9, e
*
10, e
*
11, e
*
12, e
*
13, e
*
14, e
*
15)     (33) 
The displacement ( r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 , r6 , r7 , r8 , r9 , r10 , r11 , r12 , r13 , r14 , r15 ) in the 
sedenion space EG-SW is 
R EG-SW = R E-G + R S-W
= r0 + e
*
1 r1 + e
*
2 r2 + e
*
3 r3 + e
*
4 r4 + e
*
5 r5 + e
*
6 r6 + e
*
7 r7 + e
*
8 r8
+ e
*
9 r9 + e
*
10 r10 + e
*
11 r11 + e
*
12 r12 + e
*
13 r13 + e
*
14 r14 + e
*
15 r15       (34) 
The sedenion differential operator ഌEGSW and its conjugate operator are defined as, 
     ഌEGSW= ഌEGSW1+ ഌEGSW2   ,    ഌ*EGSW= ഌ*EGSW1+ ഌ*EGSW2      (35) 
In the sedenion field EG-SW, the definition of the field source is very different to that of 
the octonionic field, and thus the succeeding equations and operators should be revised. By 
analogy with the case of other fields, the sedenion differential operator ഌneeds to be 
generalized to the new operator (B E-G / k
B
 E-G +B S-W / k
B
 S-W +ƺ). This is because the 
sedenion field EG-SW includes electromagnetic-gravitational field and strong-weak field. 
Therefore the physical characteristics of the sedenion field EG-SW will be much more 
complicated than that of the octonionic fields in many aspects. 
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It can be predicted that the field strength of off-diagonal subfields may be symmetry along 
the diagonal subfield in Table 7. For example, the field strength of the weak-electromagnetic 
subfield may be equal to that of the electromagnetic-weak subfield. And it is easy to find that 
weak interaction is interconnected with electromagnetic interaction. The physical features of 
each subfield in the sedenion field EG-SW meet the requirement of equations set in Table 8. 
Table 7.  Subfields of sedenion field EG-SW 
Strong 
Interaction
Weak 
Interaction
Electromagnetic 
Interaction
Gravitational
Interaction
strong
quaternionic 
space S 
strong-strong
subfield
S
strong-charge 
JSss
weak-strong
subfield
S
weak-charge 
JSws
electromagnetic-
strong subfield 
S
electromagnetic-
charge, JSes
gravitational-
strong subfield
S
gravitational-
charge , JSgs
weak
quaternionic 
space W 
strong-weak
subfield
W
strong-charge 
JSsw
weak-weak
subfield
W
weak-charge 
JSww
electromagnetic-
weak subfield 
W
electromagnetic-
charge, JSew
gravitational-
weak subfield,
W
gravitational-
charge, JSgw
electromagnetic 
quaternionic 
space E 
strong-
electromagnetic
subfield
E strong- 
charge, JSse
weak-
electromagnetic
subfield
E weak- 
charge, JSwe
electromagnetic-
electromagnetic
subfield, E 
electromagnetic-
charge, JSee
gravitational-
electromagnetic
subfield,
E gravitational-
charge, JSge
gravitational 
quaternionic 
space G 
strong-
gravitational 
subfield
G strong- 
charge, JSsg
weak-
gravitational 
subfield
G weak- 
charge, JSwg
electromagnetic-
gravitational 
subfield, G 
electromagnetic-
charge, JSeg
gravitational-
gravitational 
subfield, G 
gravitational-
charge, JSgg
In the sedenion field EG-SW, the field potential (a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6 , a7 , a8 , a9 , a10 , 
a11 , a12 , a13 , a14 , a15 ) is defined as 
A = ഌ* ƕ X
= a0 + a1 e
*
1 + a2 e
*
2 + a3 e
*
3 + a4 e
*
4 + a5 e
*
5
+ a6 e
*
6 + a7 e
*
7 + a8 e
*
8 + a9 e
*
9 + a10 e
*
10
+ a11 e
*
11 + a12 e
*
12 + a13 e
*
13 + a14 e
*
14 + a15 e
*
15         (36) 
where, k rx X= k srx Xs + k wrx Xw + k erx Xe + k grx Xg . Xs is physical quantity in S space, Xw is 
physical quantity in W space, Xe is physical quantity in E space, and Xg is physical quantity 
in G space. k rx , k
s
rx , k
w
rx , k
e
rx and k
g
rx are coefficients. 
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The field strength B of the sedenion field EG-SW can be defined as 
B = ƺ ƕ A                                (37)
Then the field source and the force of the sedenion field can be defined respectively as 
PS = (B /K +ƺ) *ƕ B = (B E-G / kB E-G +B S-W / kB S-W +ƺ) *ƕ B          (38) 
Z = K (B E-G / k
B
 E-G +B S-W / k
B
 S-W +ƺ) ƕ S                (39) 
where, k
B
 S-W and k
B
 E-G are coefficients. K = K
B
EGSW is the coefficient. B S-W is the field
strength in strong-weak field, and B E-G is the field strength in electromagnetic-gravitational 
field. The mark (*) denotes sedenion conjugate. The coefficient P is interaction intensity of 
the sedenion field EG-SW. 
The angular momentum of the sedenion field can be defined as 
M = S ƕ (R + k rx X)                           (40) 
and the energy and power in the sedenion field can be defined respectively as 
W = K (B E-G / k
B
 E-G +B S-W / k
B
 S-W +ƺ) *ƕ M                (41) 
N = K (B E-G / k
B
 E-G +B S-W / k
B
 S-W +ƺ) ƕ W                 (42) 
Table 8.  Equations set of sedenion field EG-SW 
Spacetime Sedenion space EG-SW 
X physical quantity k rx X= k srx Xs + k wrx Xw + k erx Xe + k grx Xg
Field potential A = ƺ* ƕ X
Field strength B = ƺ ƕ A
Field source K PS = K (B E-G / kB E-G +B S-W / kB S-W +ƺ) *ƕ B
Force Z = K (B E-G / k
B
 E-G +B S-W / k
B
 S-W +ƺ) ƕ S
Angular momentum M = S ƕ (R + k rx X)
Energy W = K (B E-G / k
B
 E-G +B S-W / k
B
 S-W +ƺ) *ƕ M
Power N = K (B E-G / k
B
 E-G +B S-W / k
B
 S-W +ƺ) ƕ W
In the sedenion space EG-SW, the wave functions of quantum mechanics are the sedenion 
equations set. The Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations of the quantum mechanics are actually 
the wave equations set which are associated with the particle’s angular momentum. 
In sedenion field EG-SW, the Dirac equation and Klein-Gordon equation can be attained 
respectively from the energy equation (41) and power equation (42) after substituting operator 
K (B E-G / k
B
 E-G +B S-W / k
B
 S-W ƺ) for (W E-G / kB E-G bB E-G +W S-W / kB S-W bB S-W ƺ). The 
coefficients b
B
 E-G and b
B
 S-W are the Plank-like constant. 
The U equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
U = (W E-G / k
B
 E-G b
B
 E-G +W S-W / k
B
 S-W b
B
 S-W ƺ)*ƕ M         (43) 
The L equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
L = (W E-G / k
B
 E-G b
B
 E-G +W S-W / k
B
 S-W b
B
 S-W ƺ)ƕ U          (44) 
The Dirac-like equations can be obtained from the field source equation (38) and force 
equation (39) respectively. 
The T equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
T = (W E-G / k
B
 E-G b
B
 E-G +W S-W / k
B
 S-W b
B
 S-W ƺ)*ƕ B          (45) 
The O equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
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O = (W E-G / k
B
 E-G b
B
 E-G +W S-W / k
B
 S-W b
B
 S-W ƺ)ƕ T           (46) 
Table 9.  Quantum equations set of sedenion field EG-SW 
Energy quantum U = (W E-G / k
B
 E-G b
B
 E-G +W S-W / k
B
 S-W b
B
 S-W ƺ)*ƕ M
Power quantum L = (W E-G / k
B
 E-G b
B
 E-G +W S-W / k
B
 S-W b
B
 S-W ƺ) ƕ U
Field source quantum T = (W E-G / k
B
 E-G b
B
 E-G +W S-W / k
B
 S-W b
B
 S-W ƺ)*ƕ B
Force quantum O = (W E-G / k
B
 E-G b
B
 E-G +W S-W / k
B
 S-W b
B
 S-W ƺ) ƕ T
In the sedenion field EG-SW, the intermediate and field source particles can be gained. We 
can find the intermediate particles and other kinds of new and unknown particles which may 
be existed in the nature. 
5. Compounding field in sedenion space HS-SW 
It is believed that the hyper-strong field and the strong-weak field are unified, equal and 
interconnected. By means of the conception of the space expansion etc., two types of the 
octonionic spaces (Octonionic space H-S and Octonionic space S-W) can be combined into a 
sedenion space (Sedenion space HS-SW, for short). In the sedenion space HS-SW, some 
properties of hyper-strong field and strong-weak field can be described uniformly. 
In the sedenion space HS-SW, there exist one kind of field (sedenion field HS-SW, for short)
can be obtained related to the operator (X/k +ƺ).
In the octonionic space H-S, the base E H-S can be written as 
E H-S = (1, e
*
1 , e
*
2 , e
*
3 , e
*
4 , e
*
5 , e
*
6 , e
*
7 )             (47) 
The displacement ( r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 , r6 , r7 ) in the octonionic space H-S is 
         R H-S = r0 + e
*
1 r1 + e
*
2 r2 + e
*
3 r3 + e
*
4 r4 + e
*
5 r5 + e
*
6 r6 + e
*
7 r7       (48) 
where, r0 = c H-S t H-S , r4 = c H-S T H-S . c H-S is the speed of intermediate particle in the hyper- 
strong field, t H-S and T H-S denote the time. 
The octonionic differential operator ഌHSSW1 and its conjugate operator are defined as 
     ഌHSSW1= w0 + e* 1 w 1 + e* 2 w 2 + e* 3 w 3 + e* 4 w 4 + e* 5 w 5 + e* 6 w 6 + e* 7 w 7       (49) 
     ഌ*HSSW1= w0  e* 1 w 1  e* 2 w 2  e* 3 w 3  e* 4 w 4  e* 5 w 5  e* 6 w 6  e* 7 w 7       (50) 
where, wj = w /w r j , j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 . 
In the octonionic space S-W, the base E S-W can be written as 
E S-W = ( e
*
8 , e
*
9 , e
*
10 , e
*
11 , e
*
12 , e
*
13 , e
*
14 , e
*
15 )            (51) 
The displacement ( r8 , r9 , r10 , r11 , r12 , r13 , r14 , r15 ) in the octonionic space S-W is 
R S-W = e
*
8 r8 + e
*
9 r9 + e
*
10 r10 + e
*
11 r11 + e
*
12 r12 + e
*
13 r13 + e
*
14 r14 + e
*
15 r15    (52) 
where, r8 = c S-W t S-W , r12 = c S-W T S-W . c S-W is the speed of intermediate particle in the strong- 
weak field, t S-W and T S-W denote the time. 
The octonionic differential operator ഌHSSW2 and its conjugate operator are defined as, 
ഌHSSW2= e* 8 w 8 + e* 9 w 9 + e* 10 w 10 + e* 11 w 11
+ e
*
12 w 12 + e* 13 w 13 + e* 14 w 14 + e* 15 w 15           (53) 
ഌ*HSSW2=  e* 8 w 8  e* 9 w 9  e* 10 w 10  e* 11 w 11
 e* 12 w 12  e* 13 w 13  e* 14 w 14  e* 15 w 15           (54) 
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where, wj = w /w r j , j = 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 . 
In the sedenion space HS-SW, the base E HS-SW can be written as 
E HS-SW = E H-S + E S-W
= (1, e
*
1, e
*
2, e
*
3, e
*
4, e
*
5, e
*
6, e
*
7, e
*
8, e
*
9, e
*
10, e
*
11, e
*
12, e
*
13, e
*
14, e
*
15)    (55) 
The displacement ( r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 , r6 , r7 , r8 , r9 , r10 , r11 , r12 , r13 , r14 , r15 ) in the 
sedenion space HS-SW is 
R HS-SW = R H-S + R S-W
= r0 + e
*
1 r1 + e
*
2 r2 + e
*
3 r3 + e
*
4 r4 + e
*
5 r5 + e
*
6 r6 + e
*
7 r7 + e
*
8 r8
+ e
*
9 r9 + e
*
10 r10 + e
*
11 r11 + e
*
12 r12 + e
*
13 r13 + e
*
14 r14 + e
*
15 r15       (56) 
The sedenion differential operator ഌHSSW and its conjugate operator are defined as, 
     ഌHSSW= ഌHSSW1+ ഌHSSW2  ,  ഌ*HSSW= ഌ*HSSW1+ ഌ*HSSW2       (57) 
Table 10.  Subfields of the sedenion field HS-SW 
 A Interaction B Interaction Strong Interaction Weak Interaction
A
quaternionic 
space A 
A-A subfield 
A A-charge 
JAaa
B-A subfield 
A B-charge 
JAba
strong-A subfield
A strong-charge 
JAsa
weak-A subfield
A weak-charge 
JAwa
B
quaternionic 
space B 
A-B subfield 
B A-charge 
JAab
B-B subfield 
B B-charge 
JAbb
strong-B subfield
B strong-charge 
JAsb
weak-B subfield
B weak-charge 
JAwb
strong
quaternionic 
space S 
A-strong
subfield
S A-charge 
JAas
B-strong
subfield
S B-charge 
JAbs
strong-strong
subfield
S strong-charge 
JAss
weak-strong
subfield,
S weak-charge 
JAws
weak
quaternionic 
space W 
A-weak
subfield
W A-charge 
JAaw
B-weak
subfield
W B-charge 
JAbw
strong-weak
subfield
W strong-charge 
JAsw
weak-weak
subfield
W weak-charge 
JAww
In the sedenion field HS-SW, the definition of the field potential is very different to that of 
the octonionic field, and thus the succeeding equations and operators should be revised. By 
analogy with the case of other fields, the sedenion differential operator ഌneeds to be 
generalized to the new operator (X H-S / k
X
 H-S +X S-W / k
X
 S-W +ƺ). This is because the sedenion 
field HS-SW includes the hyper-strong field and strong-weak field. Therefore the physical 
characteristics of the sedenion field HS-SW will be much more complicated than that of the 
octonionic fields in many aspects. 
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It can be predicted that the field strength of off-diagonal subfields may be symmetry along 
the diagonal subfield in the Table 10. The hyper-strong consists of A and B interactions. For 
example, the field strength of the B-strong subfield may be equal to that of the strong-B 
subfield. And it is easy to find that B interaction is interconnected with strong interaction. The 
physical features of each subfield in the sedenion field HS-SW meet the requirement of the 
equations set in the Table 11. 
In the sedenion field HS-SW, the field potential (a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6 , a7 , a8 , a9 , a10 , 
a11 , a12 , a13 , a14 , a15 ) is defined as 
A = (X /K +ƺ) * ƕ X = (X H-S / kX H-S +X S-W / kX S-W +ƺ)* ƕ X
= a0 + a1 e
*
1 + a2 e
*
2 + a3 e
*
3 + a4 e
*
4 + a5 e
*
5
+ a6 e
*
6 + a7 e
*
7 + a8 e
*
8 + a9 e
*
9 + a10 e
*
10
+ a11 e
*
11 + a12 e
*
12 + a13 e
*
13 + a14 e
*
14 + a15 e
*
15            (58) 
where, k rx X= k S-W rx X S-W + k H-Srx X H-S . k S-W rx X S-W= k srx Xs + k wrx Xw . And K, k S-W rx , 
k
H-S
rx , k
X
 S-W and k
X
 H-S are coefficients. And X H-S is physical quantity in hyper-strong field. 
The field strength B of the sedenion field HS-SW can be defined as 
B = (X H-S / k
X
 H-S +X S-W / k
X
 S-W +ƺ) ƕ A                  (59)
Then the field source and the force of the sedenion field can be defined respectively as 
KPS = K (X H-S / kX H-S +X S-W / kX S-W +ƺ) *ƕ B               (60) 
Z = K (X H-S / k
X
 H-S +X S-W / k
X
 S-W +ƺ) ƕ S                (61) 
where, the mark (*) denotes sedenion conjugate. The coefficient P is interaction intensity of 
the sedenion field HS-SW. K = K
X
HSSW is the coefficient. 
The angular momentum of the sedenion field can be defined as 
M = S ƕ (R + k rx X)                           (62) 
and the energy and power in the sedenion field can be defined respectively as 
W = K (X H-S / k
X
 H-S +X S-W / k
X
 S-W +ƺ) *ƕ M                (63) 
N = K (X H-S / k
X
 H-S +X S-W / k
X
 S-W +ƺ) ƕ W                 (64) 
Table 11.  Equations set of sedenion field HS-SW 
Spacetime Sedenion space HS-SW 
X physical quantity k rx X= k S-W rx X S-W + k H-Srx X H-S
Field potential A = (X H-S / k
X
 H-S +X S-W / k
X
 S-W +ƺ)* ƕ X
Field strength B = (X H-S / k
X
 H-S +X S-W / k
X
 S-W +ƺ) ƕ A
Field source K PS = K (X H-S / kX H-S +X S-W / kX S-W +ƺ) *ƕ B
Force Z = K (X H-S / k
X
 H-S +X S-W / k
X
 S-W +ƺ) ƕ S
Angular momentum M = S ƕ (R + k rx X)
Energy W = K (X H-S / k
X
 H-S +X S-W / k
X
 S-W +ƺ) *ƕ M
Power N = K (X H-S / k
X
 H-S +X S-W / k
X
 S-W +ƺ) ƕ W
In sedenion field HS-SW, the Dirac equation and Klein-Gordon equation can be attained 
respectively from the energy equation (63) and power equation (64) after substituting operator 
K (X H-S / k
X
 H-S +X S-W / k
X
 S-W +ƺ) for (W H-S / kX H-S bX H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ). The 
coefficients b
X
 H-S and b
X
 S-W are the Plank-like constant. 
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The U equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
U = (W H-S / k
X
 H-S b
X
 H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ)*ƕ M          (65) 
The L equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
L = (W H-S / k
X
 H-S b
X
 H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ)ƕ U           (66) 
The four sorts of Dirac-like equations can be obtained from the Eqs.(58), (59), (60) and (61) 
respectively. 
The D equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
D = (W H-S / k
X
 H-S b
X
 H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ)*ƕ X           (67) 
The G equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
G = (W H-S / k
X
 H-S b
X
 H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ)ƕ D           (68) 
The T equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
T = (W H-S / k
X
 H-S b
X
 H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ)*ƕ G           (69) 
The O equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
O = (W H-S / k
X
 H-S b
X
 H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ)ƕ T            (70) 
Table 12.  Quantum equations set of sedenion field HS-SW 
Energy quantum U = (W H-S / k
X
 H-S b
X
 H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ)*ƕ M
Power quantum L = (W H-S / k
X
 H-S b
X
 H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ) ƕ U
Field potential quantum D = (W H-S / k
X
 H-S b
X
 H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ)*ƕ X
Field strength quantum G = (W H-S / k
X
 H-S b
X
 H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ) ƕ D
Field source quantum T = (W H-S / k
X
 H-S b
X
 H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ)*ƕ G
Force quantum O = (W H-S / k
X
 H-S b
X
 H-S W S-W / kX S-W bX S-W +ƺ) ƕ T
In the sedenion field HS-SW, the intermediate and field source particles can be drawn. We 
can find the intermediate particles and other kinds of new and unknown particles which may 
be existed in the nature. 
6. Compounding field in sedenion space SW-HS 
It is believed that the strong-weak field and the hyper-strong field are unified, equal and 
interconnected. By means of the conception of the space expansion etc., two types of the 
octonionic spaces (Octonionic space S-W and Octonionic space H-S) can be combined into a 
sedenion space (Sedenion space SW-HS, for short), which is different to the sedenion space 
HS-SW. In the sedenion space SW-HS, some properties of the hyper-strong field and the 
strong-weak field can be described uniformly. 
In sedenion space SW-HS, there exist one kind of field (sedenion field SW-HS, for short)
which is different to sedenion field HS-SW, can be obtained related to operator (A/k +ƺ).
In the octonionic space S-W, the base E S-W can be written as 
E S-W = (1, e
*
1 , e
*
2 , e
*
3 , e
*
4 , e
*
5 , e
*
6 , e
*
7 )             (71) 
The displacement ( r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 , r6 , r7 ) in the octonionic space S-W is 
         R S-W = r0 + e
*
1 r1 + e
*
2 r2 + e
*
3 r3 + e
*
4 r4 + e
*
5 r5 + e
*
6 r6 + e
*
7 r7       (72) 
where, r0 = c S-W t S-W , r4 = c S-W T S-W . c S-W is the speed of intermediate particle in the strong- 
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weak field, t S-W and T S-W denote the time. 
The octonionic differential operator ഌSWHS1 and its conjugate operator are defined as 
     ഌSWHS1= w0 + e* 1 w 1 + e* 2 w 2 + e* 3 w 3 + e* 4 w 4 + e* 5 w 5 + e* 6 w 6 + e* 7 w 7       (73) 
     ഌ*SWHS1= w0  e* 1 w 1  e* 2 w 2  e* 3 w 3  e* 4 w 4  e* 5 w 5  e* 6 w 6  e* 7 w 7       (74) 
where, wj = w /w r j , j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 . 
In the octonionic space H-S, the base E H-S can be written as 
E H-S = ( e
*
8 , e
*
9 , e
*
10 , e
*
11 , e
*
12 , e
*
13 , e
*
14 , e
*
15 )            (75) 
The displacement ( r8 , r9 , r10 , r11 , r12 , r13 , r14 , r15 ) in the octonionic space H-S is 
R H-S = e
*
8 r8 + e
*
9 r9 + e
*
10 r10 + e
*
11 r11 + e
*
12 r12 + e
*
13 r13 + e
*
14 r14 + e
*
15 r15    (76) 
where, r8 = c H-S t H-S , r12 = c H-S T H-S . c H-S is the speed of intermediate particle in the hyper- 
strong field, t H-S and T H-S denote the time. 
The octonionic differential operator ഌSWHS2 and its conjugate operator are defined as, 
ഌSWHS2= e* 8 w 8 + e* 9 w 9 + e* 10 w 10 + e* 11 w 11
+ e
*
12 w 12 + e* 13 w 13 + e* 14 w 14 + e* 15 w 15         (77) 
ഌ*SWHS2=  e* 8 w 8  e* 9 w 9  e* 10 w 10  e* 11 w 11
 e* 12 w 12  e* 13 w 13  e* 14 w 14  e* 15 w 15         (78) 
where, wj = w /w r j , j = 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 . 
In the sedenion space SW-HS, the base E SW-HS can be written as 
E SW-HS = E S-W + E H-S
= (1, e
*
1, e
*
2, e
*
3, e
*
4, e
*
5, e
*
6, e
*
7, e
*
8, e
*
9, e
*
10, e
*
11, e
*
12, e
*
13, e
*
14, e
*
15)    (79) 
The displacement ( r0 , r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 , r6 , r7 , r8 , r9 , r10 , r11 , r12 , r13 , r14 , r15 ) in the 
sedenion space SW-HS is 
R SW-HS = R S-W + R H-S
= r0 + e
*
1 r1 + e
*
2 r2 + e
*
3 r3 + e
*
4 r4 + e
*
5 r5 + e
*
6 r6 + e
*
7 r7 + e
*
8 r8
+ e
*
9 r9 + e
*
10 r10 + e
*
11 r11 + e
*
12 r12 + e
*
13 r13 + e
*
14 r14 + e
*
15 r15      (80) 
The sedenion differential operator ഌSWHS and its conjugate operator are defined as, 
     ഌSWHS= ഌSWHS1+ ഌSWHS2   ,    ഌ*SWHS= ഌ*SWHS1+ ഌ*SWHS2     (81) 
In the sedenion field SW-HS, the definition of the field strength is very different to that of 
the octonionic field, and thus the succeeding equations and operators should be revised. By 
analogy with the case of other fields, the sedenion differential operator ഌneeds to be 
generalized to the new operator (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A H-S / kA H-S +ƺ). This is because the 
sedenion field SW-HS includes the hyper-strong field and strong-weak field. Therefore the 
physical characteristics of the sedenion field SW-HS will be much more complicated than that 
of the octonionic fields in many aspects. 
It can be predicted that field strength of off-diagonal subfields may be symmetry along the 
diagonal subfield in Table 13. The hyper-strong consists of A and B interactions. For example, 
the field strength of B-strong subfield may be equal to that of strong-B subfield. And it is easy 
to find that B interaction is interconnected with strong interaction. The physical features of 
each subfield in sedenion field SW-HS meet requirement of equations set in Table 14. 
In the sedenion field SW-HS, the field potential (a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6 , a7 , a8 , a9 , a10 , 
a11 , a12 , a13 , a14 , a15 ) is defined as 
A = ƺ* ƕ X
= a0 + a1 e
*
1 + a2 e
*
2 + a3 e
*
3 + a4 e
*
4 + a5 e
*
5
 15
+ a6 e
*
6 + a7 e
*
7 + a8 e
*
8 + a9 e
*
9 + a10 e
*
10
+ a11 e
*
11 + a12 e
*
12 + a13 e
*
13 + a14 e
*
14 + a15 e
*
15            (82) 
where, k rx X= k S-W rx X S-W + k H-Srx X H-S . And X S-W and X H-S are the physical quantity in 
the strong-weak field and hyper-strong field respectively. 
Table 13.  Subfields of sedenion field SW-HS 
 A Interaction B Interaction Strong Interaction Weak Interaction
A
quaternionic 
space A 
A-A subfield 
A A-charge 
JBaa
B-A subfield 
A B-charge 
JBba
strong-A subfield
A strong-charge 
JBsa
weak-A subfield
A weak-charge 
JBwa
B
quaternionic 
space B 
A-B subfield 
B A-charge 
JBab
B-B subfield 
B B-charge 
JBbb
strong-B subfield
B strong-charge 
JBsb
weak-B subfield
B weak-charge 
JBwb
strong
quaternionic 
space S 
A-strong
subfield
S A-charge 
JBas
B-strong
subfield
S B-charge 
JBbs
strong-strong
subfield
S strong-charge 
JBss
weak-strong
subfield,
S weak-charge 
JBws
weak
quaternionic 
space W 
A-weak
subfield
W A-charge 
JBaw
B-weak
subfield
W B-charge 
JBbw
strong-weak
subfield
W strong-charge 
JBsw
weak-weak
subfield
W weak-charge 
JBww
The field strength B of the sedenion field SW-HS can be defined as 
B = (A /K +ƺ) ƕ A = (A S-W / kA S-W A H-S / kA H-S +ƺ) ƕ A          (83)
where, k
A
 S-W and k
A
 H-S are coefficients. K = K
A
SWHS is the coefficient. A S-W is the field 
potential in the strong-weak field, and A H-S is the field potential in the hyper-strong field. 
Then the field source and the force of the sedenion field can be defined respectively as 
KPS = K (A S-W / kA S-W A H-S / kA H-S +ƺ) *ƕ B               (84) 
Z = K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A H-S / kA H-S +ƺ) ƕ S                (85) 
where, the mark (*) denotes sedenion conjugate. The coefficient P is interaction intensity of 
the sedenion field HS-SW. 
The angular momentum of the sedenion field can be defined as (k rx is the coefficient) 
M = S ƕ (R + k rx X)                           (86) 
and the energy and power in the sedenion field can be defined respectively as 
W = K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A H-S / kA H-S +ƺ) *ƕ M                (87) 
N = K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A H-S / kA H-S +ƺ) ƕ W                 (88) 
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Table 14.  Equations set of sedenion field SW-HS 
Spacetime Sedenion space SW-HS 
X physical quantity k rx X= k S-W rx X S-W + k H-Srx X H-S
Field potential A = ƺ* ƕ X
Field strength B = (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A H-S / kA H-S +ƺ) ƕ A
Field source K PS = K (A S-W / kA S-W A H-S / kA H-S +ƺ) *ƕ B
Force Z = K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A H-S / kA H-S +ƺ) ƕ S
Angular momentum M = S ƕ (R + k rx X)
Energy W = K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A H-S / kA H-S +ƺ) *ƕ M
Power N = K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A H-S / kA H-S +ƺ) ƕ W
In sedenion field SW-HS, the Dirac equation and Klein-Gordon equation can be attained 
respectively from the energy equation (87) and power equation (88) after substituting operator 
K (A S-W / k
A
 S-W A H-S / kA H-S +ƺ) for (W S-W / kA S-W bA S-W +W H-S / kA H-S bA H-S ƺ). The 
coefficients b
A
 S-W and b
A
 H-S are the Plank-like constant. 
The U equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
U = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W +W H-S / k
A
 H-S b
A
 H-S ƺ)*ƕ M         (89) 
The L equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
L = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W +W H-S / k
A
 H-S b
A
 H-S ƺ)ƕ U          (90) 
The three sorts of Dirac-like equations can be obtained from the Eqs.(83), (84) and (85) 
respectively. The G equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
G = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W +W H-S / k
A
 H-S b
A
 H-S ƺ)ƕ A          (91) 
The T equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
T = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W +W H-S / k
A
 H-S b
A
 H-S ƺ)*ƕ G          (92) 
The O equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as 
O = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W +W H-S / k
A
 H-S b
A
 H-S ƺ)ƕ T           (93) 
Table 15.  Quantum equations set of sedenion field SW-HS 
Energy quantum U = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W +W H-S / k
A
 H-S b
A
 H-S ƺ)*ƕ M
Power quantum L = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W +W H-S / k
A
 H-S b
A
 H-S ƺ) ƕ U
Field strength quantum G = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W +W H-S / k
A
 H-S b
A
 H-S ƺ) ƕ A
Field source quantum T = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W +W H-S / k
A
 H-S b
A
 H-S ƺ)*ƕ G
Force quantum O = (W S-W / k
A
 S-W b
A
 S-W +W H-S / k
A
 H-S b
A
 H-S ƺ) ƕ T
In the sedenion field SW-HS, the intermediate and field source particles can be achieved. 
We can find the intermediate particles and other kinds of new and unknown particles which 
may be existed in the nature. 
If the preceding sedenion fields are extended to other sorts of sedenion fields in Table 2, 
many extra and also more complicated equations set will be gained in the similar way. 
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7. Conclusions 
By analogy with the four sorts of octonionic fields, the twelve sorts of sedenion fields have 
been developed, including their field equations, quantum equations and some new unknown 
particles.
In the sedenion field SW-EG, the study deduces the Yang-Mills equation, Dirac equation, 
Schrodinger equation and Klein-Gordon equation of the quarks and leptons etc. It infers the a 
few Dirac-like equations of intermediate particles among quarks and leptons. It draws some 
conclusions of field source particles and intermediate particles which are consistent with 
current electro-weak theory. It predicts that there are some new unknown particles of field 
sources (quarks and leptons) and their intermediate particles in the sedenion field SW-EG. 
In the sedenion field HS-SW, the study deduces the Dirac equation, Schrodinger equation, 
Klein-Gordon equation and some newfound equations of the sub-quarks etc. It infers the 
Dirac-like equations of intermediate particles among sub-quarks etc. It predicts that there are 
some new unknown particles of field sources (sub-quarks etc.) and their intermediate particles 
in the sedenion field HS-SW. 
In the sedenion field theory, we can find that the interplays among the different interactions 
are much more complicated than we found and thought before. 
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